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Abstract 
The possibilities that exist with today’s online environments are huge. Today more data than              
ever before is stored each day in different forms online, and it is steadily increasing. With                
increasing amounts of data in the online databases, the need for evaluation and optimization in               
information systems is ever increasing. The field studies within this project was done on              
demand by a recruitment agency located in Great Britain. The main area of this study was to                 
investigate the user experience and workflow within an applicant tracking software (ATS).            
With the Task-Technology Fit (TTF) theory as theoretical framework, this study aimed to             
apply this theory in the evaluation of the ATS called Bullhorn, by evaluating the match               
between Task characteristic and Technology characteristic through qualitative methods.         
Results shows how user experience and performance is affected by the current TTF construct. 
 
 
Keywords : task-technology fit, technology to performance chain, user experience, user          
performance, qualitative research, applicant tracking software, evaluation, candidate        
prioritization 
 

Abstrakt 
Möjligheterna i dagens onlinevärld är oändliga. Idag samlas det varje dag in mer data än               
någonsin innan i olika former online, och detta fortsätter att öka stadigt. Med ökande mängder               
data i databaserna online, ökar behovet av utvärdering och optimering inom           
informationssystem. Fältstudierna som genomfördes i detta projekt gjordes på beställning av           
ett rekryteringsbolag i Storbritannien. Huvudområdet för detta projekt var att undersöka           
användarupplevelsen och arbetsflödet i en söktjänst för arbetssökande. Med Task-Technology          
Fit-teorin (TTF) som teoretiskt ramverk var målet med denna studie att applicera denna teori i               
utvärderingen av söktjänsten Bullhorn, genom att utvärdera matchningen mellan uppgifterna          
som användarna behöver genomföra och tjänstens tekniska möjligheter via kvalitativa          
metoder. Resultatet visar hur användarupplevelsen och användarens prestation påverkas av          
den nuvarande TTF-matchningen. 
 
Nyckelord : task-technology fit, technology to performance chain, användarupplevelse,        
användarens prestation, kvalitativ forskning, applicant tracking software, utvärdering,        
kandidat-prioritering. 
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1 Introduction  
This chapter gives a brief overview regarding the applicant tracking software (ATS),            
Bullborn. The main spark behind this project, an introduction to the research area and the               
project, as well as the scope and limitations. 

1.1 Introduction and Research Setting 
Task-Technology Fit means to create a match between the task characteristics and the             
technology characteristics, aiming to allow users to perform the task in a digital artefact              
effortlessly. Goodhue and Thompson (1995) suggest that the Task-Technology Fit (TTF)           
theory can be the basis for a strong diagnostic tool which can be used to evaluate whether                 
Information systems (IS) and services in a given organization are meeting user needs. It has               
been widely used since they first introduced it in 1995, mainly with quantitative methods in               
the form of opinion polls and laboratory experiments when researching how well an IS              
handles the required task on a grading scale. The model has been improved in different ways                
over the years. The TTF theory is explained in depth in  chapter 2 . Gebauer and Ginsburg                
(2006) suggest that in order to increase user performance, understanding the linkage between             
information systems (IS) and individual users is a must. User experience, as Garrett (2011)              
explains, is also something that should be focused on, understanding what the users need,              
what they value and their abilities but also limitations will allow designers and developers to               
to improve the quality of the user’s interaction with a product or related service.  
 
Our stakeholder working in banking recruitment is currently using the applicant tracking            
software (ATS) called Bullhorn. An applicant tracking software is most often used in             
e-recruitment. An ATS collect data about candidates through many different online sources            
such as online job boards, LinkedIn and other databases. This in turn, allows for automatic               
filtering of candidates through keywords, skills, location, previous experience and many other            
categories (McHugh, 2017). Researchers from the University of Berkeley estimates that every            
year about 1 Exabyte (= 1 Million Terabyte) of data is being generated, this estimation was                
made back in 2002. Bullhorn’s database is a great example of this, according to Bullhorn               
(2015) they completed 50 million data transactions per day. Bullhorn collects and holds data              
about candidates that may be appropriate for a certain vacancy and recommends candidates to              
recruiters. Information and recommendations about these candidates are sent to recruiters who            
can then see the candidates’ personal data such as current work, previous work, their              
curriculum vitae (CV), age, date of birth and much more. All this information affects the way                
candidates are scored in the ATS. The recruiters can also search for candidates by using               
different keywords. The Bullhorn database examined in this use case is unorganized and             
unstructured though, making it very hard to sort and filter the data when looking for specific                
candidates. This results in adding a lot of unnecessary steps within the work process, thus               
taking precious time from the recruiters using the system.  
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The stakeholders first and foremost are looking to evaluate the Bullhorn system, with focus on               
understanding the usability problems and gain knowledge about user experience and how            
performance is affected by these usability problems. Secondly to define rules to  prioritize             
candidates to be contacted and re-engaged before the General Data Protection Regulation            
(GDPR) deadline looms. The GDPR is a new legal framework within the European Union,              
with the aim of protecting the data and privacy of all European Union citizens (EU GDPR                
Portal, 2018). To carry out these tasks the project group conducted qualitative interviews with              
stakeholders and recruiters to look into the TTF construct of Bullhorn and how the user’s               
performance is affected. The research methodology can be read in depth in  chapter 3 . 

1.2 Purpose Statement and Research Question 
The main purpose of this research is to investigate the user experience within an applicant               
tracking software in order to understand how user performance is affected, through            
researching the user experience to further explore the factors that affect usability, utilization             
and user performance. Also to understand why a user chooses to use a digital artefact or a                 
function for a particular task. The sub-task issued by the project owner is to define  rules in                 
order to understand which candidates to be prioritized for contact and re-engaged before             
GDPR deadline looms.  
 
What are the usability problems in applicant tracking software and how does it affect the               
user performance? 
 
To answer this research question a qualitative study was conducted. The project will be              
approached by gaining a theoretical understanding of previous research regarding          
Task-Technology Fit, user experience and information visualization. The aim is to understand            
the current user experience within Bullhorn to determine how user performance is affected. 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 
As mentioned in the introduction, the team will work towards a recruitment company.             
Therefore the case study will be based on that company which will make it harder to                
generalize the results. Furthermore, Bullhorn is a huge system. To perform an evaluation on              
the usability of the whole system would be unrealistic considering the limited timespan and              
resources that the project group has access to. Thus the group will only evaluate the usability                
of the functions that users consider to be their most used functions in Bullhorn. As the group                 
will implement semi-structured interviews, the results of these will contain the the largest part              
qualitative data. In order for more quantitative data to be collected, questionnaires or similar              
techniques could be used as a collection method as well, but here the time limit stops this as                  
well. 

 
The project group is also unable to meet informants face-to-face hence location differences,             
one member is located in Sweden while the other is located in Vietnam. The users are located                 
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in Great Britain and Canada, thus making data collection methods such as workshop or              
observations not viable. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 
The following part of the thesis consists of  Chapter 2:  Review of the literature , which gives an                 
explanation of the different theoretical areas that are of interest in this project. These include               
Task-Technology Fit ,  Information visualization and  User experience.  This chapter is          
concluded with the presentation of how the theoretical frameworks are related to each other              
and the project. Following this comes  Chapter 3:  Research methodology,  in which an             
explanation of how the study was conducted and how the methods were used are presented.               
The results of the study, as well as an analysis of them, are presented in  Chapter 4:  Empirical                  
findings.  In  Chapter 5: Discussion,  a discussion of the results and the study as a whole is                 
performed. Finally,  Chapter 6: Conclusion , aims to conclude the study and give an answer to               
the research question and to specify our thoughts on how future research in this area could be                 
performed. 
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2 Review of the Literature 
In this chapter a review of literature regarding Task-Technology Fit, Big data, Information             
visualization and User experience will be presented. This chapter is concluded with a             
summary of how the theoretical concepts relates to the project. 

2.1 Task-technology Fit and Technology to Performance Chain  
Understanding of the linkage between information systems (IS) and individual performance           
can lead to an increase in performance on an individual level, as well as a positive impact on                  
the performance of the enterprise (Gebauer & Ginsburg, 2006). Goodhue and Thompson            
(1995) suggest that information technology is more likely to have a positive impact on an               
individual’s performance when the capabilities of the technology complement the tasks that            
the user is required to perform. Back then, it was already considered very important that IS                
could be evaluated in a reliable and relevant way. Companies put down huge amounts of               
money to improve IS, but it was hard to judge what was good or bad due to the fact that they                     
didn’t know what to focus on. This was why Goodhue and Thompson (1995) saw the need for                 
an evaluation model that could clarify the pros and cons of an IS and therefore created the                 
Task-Technology Fit model (TTF).  
 
If the match between the tasks and the technical characteristics doesn’t fit, it can lead to the                 
tasks taking much longer time to perform. If they can be performed at all, this could also lead                  
to the user choosing another software or tool to perform the task. Goodhue and Thompson               
(1995) created a model to describe this and it consists of five different components:  functions,               
tasks, matching, performance impact and usage impact. 
  
Functions:  The functions within a system that can be used to perform the tasks that the user                 
needs to perform. 
 
Tasks:  The tasks that the user needs or wants to perform with the help of a system or service. 
 
Matching: At what level the functions help the user perform the tasks. This applies to what                
the task demands, how the functions work and how the individual needs look. 
 
Performance impact:  How the matching affects the performance of the user.  
 
Usage impact: How the matching affects the usage of the system if another system or tool is                 
used as a complement or replacement (for example if the user needs to use a tool like a                  
smartphone as a complement to fully complete the task). 
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Goodhue and Thompson (1995) mention two different research streams in their           
Task-Technology Fit and Individual Performance research. The first and most common of the             
two is the  utilization focus model proposed by DeLone and McLean (1992). This model focus               
on user attitudes and beliefs to predict the utilization of IS. The implication is that increased                
utilization will lead to positive performance impacts (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995). The top             
layer in  Figure 1 shows how technology is said to affect performance in the utilization focus                
research stream.  
 
The second research stream mentioned is the  fit focus  model proposed by Goodhue (1988). It               
implies that when a technology provides features and support that fit the requirements of a               
task, there will be a positive impact on the user’s performance. This is shown in the middle                 
layer of  Figure 1 . If the two research streams are compared, the  fit focus model determines                
performance according to fit (and sometimes utilization), but the utilization part does not have              
as big an impact as it has in the utilization focus research stream. Each of these research                 
streams has its distinct limitations. The utilization focus model ignores the fact that utilization              
is not always voluntary. For many users, utilization is more a function of how jobs are                
designed than the usefulness of a system or the attitudes of users toward using them. If                
utilization is not voluntary, performance impacts will depend more on the TTF rather than              
utilization. Utilization of a poor system that has low TTF construct will not improve              
performance (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995).  
 
Within the  fit focus model, one limitation is that fit alone does not give sufficient attention to                 
the fact that systems must be utilized before they can deliver performance impacts. Since              
utilization is a complex outcome based on many other factors besides fit (such as habit, social                
norms and so on), the fit model can benefit from a richer understanding of utilization and its                 
impact on performance. Thus the Technology to Performance Chain (TPC) model has been             
created to work around the limitations of the  utilization  and  fit focus  model. The bottom layer                
of  figure 1 shows a combination of  utilization  and  fit focus  model (Goodhue & Thompson,               
1995). 
 
Introducing the Technology to Performance Chain (TPC) model, by capturing the insights of             
both research streams this model gives a more accurate picture by stating that technologies              
must both be utilized and fit the task they support to have a performance impact. Goodhue and                 
Thompsons (1995) TPC model ( figure 1 ) shows how technologies can lead to performance             
impacts at the individual level. The difference between the TPC model and the TTF model is                
that the TPC model also shows the separate relationship between usage and performance             
outside the task-technology fit. 
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Figure 1 - Three Models of the Link From Technology to Performance, Goodwin & Thompson 
(1995) 

 
Lending and Staub (1997) used the TPC model when performing a qualitative study where the               
goal of the investigation was to better understand the impacts of a new information system on                
end-user work behaviors. Interviews were used as the research method and later the data              
collection was used in triangulation with a quantitative study done earlier. The goal of the               
investigation was to find unexpected approaches that hadn’t been found in the survey used in               
the earlier quantitative study. The interviews were done in two sections, the first ones were               
used to map the usage and the second ones aimed to look into how the functions fit the tasks                   
that the users needed to perform. The results showed a lot of support for the TPC model, the                  
fit construct was overwhelmingly the most important factor in explaining initial use across             
technologies. Facilitating took on a secondary but still important role. The qualitative part of              
the research was the one that gave the most data about the usage of the system (Lending &                  
Staub, 1997). 

2.1.1 Literature Researching TTF 
Goodhue and Thompson (1995) suggest that TTF can be the basis for a strong diagnostic tool                
which can be used to evaluate whether information systems (IS) and services in a given               
organization are meeting user needs. The TTF framework has been used in many studies and               
has gotten validated by a wide range of research on IS since its introduction in 1995. Studies                 
using quantitative methods in the form of opinion polls and laboratory experiments has been              
used (D’Ambra & Wilson 2004; Oliveira & Tam, 2016) when researching how well an IS               
handles the required task on a grading scale (Benbasat & Lim, 2000; Mathieson & Kiel,               
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1998). By performing a content analysis of online user reviews, Gebauer and Ginsburg (2006)              
was able to explore the concept of fit in mobile technology and identify the issues and                
requirements to achieve fit between tasks, use-context and mobile IS. Findings show a three              
way match between task, use context and technology to have an effect on user performance.               
However, this is not always true across different technologies. Mathieson and Keil (1998)             
investigated the effect of TTF on how users perceive the ease of use of IS.  
 
Huang and Chuang (2016) performed a research study on how the TTF affected the              
performance of job search websites in Taiwan. They sent out a user experience survey to 1282                
jobseekers asking how well the job search websites fit the users’ tasks. The study used the                
technology-to-performance chain as a framework. The results provided strong evidence on the            
importance of Task-Technology Fit, showing that it directly impacts performance in           
e-recruiting. The TTF had a strong influence on jobseekers’ unemployment duration. The            
study also studied if co-workers, friends and family members could influence the jobseekers’             
beliefs about job seeker websites, but the results showed that social norms did not influence               
the job seeker websites utilization. Furthermore, the authors mention in their article that             
research on the influence of social norms on the utilization on websites has shown mixed               
results in the past. To summarize, the research results suggested that the TPC model is a                
useful tool for understanding the potential impact of job seeker websites on job searching              
performance. 
 
Aljukhadar, Senecal and Nantel (2014) performed a study on the impact of TTF on  successful               
task completion in online contexts. The data from the investigation was provided by two              
large-scale studies performed in collaboration with a Canadian market research company           
whose online panel consists of 350,000 consumers. The panel email list was used to randomly               
select consumers that were sent participation invitations. Response rates were 20%. If the             
consumer accepted the invitation, they clicked the link in the email and was assigned a set of                 
tasks to perform on a randomly assigned website. The task consisted of finding a piece of                
information on the website. When the task had been performed, the consumer returned to the               
first page where the instructions were given, and there he or she gave feedback on the process                 
that was just performed. The final amount of responses were 7253 in English and 5882 in                
French. The results from the two large-scale studies showed that both the website and user               
characteristics influenced the successful completion of informational tasks, but the role of the             
website characteristics was greater. This shows the importance of the TTF theory even more.              
The authors say that “ the optimization of user task completion requires a focused approach in               
which the fit between characteristics of the task, the technology, and the user is taken into                
account ”.  
 
The TTF construct has also been improved in different ways during the years. Dishaw and               
Strong (1999) combined the Task Acceptance Model (TAM), a model that focuses on users              
attitudes toward using information technologies, with the TTF model to further explore the             
factors that affect software utilization and user performance. The results showed that the TTF              
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model works exceptionally well as an addition to the TAM in software development which              
yielded a much better understanding of why a user chose to use a digital artefact for a                 
particular task.  

2.2 Information visualization 
The previous chapter focused on explaining the TTF theory in depth, this chapter is dedicated               
to explaining the  Information visualization  concepts and how they are relevant to this project.  
 
According to Anastasia from Clearism (2015) never before in humanity's history has there             
been such large volumes of information about us being collected, studied and used daily.              
Researchers from the University of Berkeley estimates that every year about 1 Exabyte (= 1               
Million Terabyte) of data is being generated, this estimation was made back in 2002.              
Bullhorn’s database is a great example of this. Bullhorn is an applicant tracking software              
(ATS) that lets companies hold data about thousands of candidates that may be appropriate for               
a certain job and recommends candidates to recruiters. Information and recommendations           
about these candidates are sent to recruiters who can then view the candidates’ personal data               
such as current work, previous work, their curriculum vitae (CV), age, date of birth and much                
more. The system scans through all this information and scores how relevant a candidate is to                
an open vacancy, and this in turn, affects recruitment. The database in this use case is                
unorganized and unstructured though, making it very hard to sort and filter the data when               
looking for specific candidates.  
 
Keim (2002) clarified that finding valuable information in this recorded data is a rather              
difficult task, due to the absurd large amounts that are being generated. Visualization of              
collected data is a must, if left unchecked and unprocessed the collected data will eventually               
turn these databases into data “dumps”. Thakur, Gupta and Gupta (2015) developed a data              
mining framework in order to predict human performance capability and enhance the            
personnel selection process which could be used and applied in the Bullhorn software. Chien              
and Chen (2008) have also developed a similar framework that can provide decision rules              
relating personnel information with work performance and retention rate. Both of these            
frameworks however, heads toward automation. In this study the project group will not work              
toward developing a framework for automation. To clarify, the project group is a strong              
believer of the involvement of the human aspect in both recruitment and e-recruitment. 
 
The aim of the area of information visualization is to highlight the importance of data and the                 
benefits that data can bring to companies. Without analyzing and visualizing the collected             
data it becomes incomprehensible, unusable and therefore useless. However, badly visualized           
information often leads to usability problems. In this project, the group will research how              
information is currently visualized and how this affect the Task-Technology Fit construct in             
Bullhorn.  
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2.3 User experience 
Interaction often involves pushing buttons, as in the case of technology products such as              
alarm clocks, tv-remotes or microwaves. Sometimes though, it is only a matter of a simple               
mechanism, such as the gas cap on your car. However, every product or service that is used by                  
someone creates a user experience. A lot of people think of the aesthetic appeal or functional                
terms when they think of product design. Although, a product might look good and work well                
functionally, but designing products with UX as an explicit outcome means that you have to               
look beyond the functional or aesthetic (Garrett, 2011). User experience (UX) has multiple             
definitions, although they all mention that the focus of UX is to create a deep understanding                
about what the users need, what they value and their abilities but also limitations. The main                
use of UX is to improve the quality of the user’s interaction with a product or related service.                  
Every feeling or emotion that comes from using a product or service is UX (Garrett, 2011).  
 
To create a good user experience, Arvola (2014) suggest that methods which are rooted in the                
user’s needs and thoughts are important. The author also mentions that the different areas of               
the design work can be grouped into the hand (what users do), the heart (what users feel) and                  
the head (what users know). The dialogical approach  by Wright and McCarthy (2010)             
focuses on the communication processes between all parties involved in the study rather than              
on what happens within each one of them. Wright and McCarty (2010) explain, in order to                
improve or optimize a user experience, the team has to understand what the users are currently                
experiencing.  Storytelling is a dialogical approach focusing on users sharing their experience            
through words and actions, thus allowing designers to make sense of what users are currently               
experiencing. All these previous research highlights the need to focus on engaging with users              
and to try to understand their experience and gain  insight.  In order to create a better user                 
experience, one must first understand what the users are currently experiencing.  
 
Arvola (2014) says that the reason to conduct a design process with the user in focus is that                  
where a product or service is used, is where the value is formed. It is in that moment, when                   
the interactive product or service is used, that the real value comes to life. If it isn’t used or if                    
it doesn’t fulfill its purpose, the value is missing. Löwgren and Stolterman (2004) state that a                
digital artefacts’ usability is shown once you use it. As explained in the previous section,               
through storytelling the project team’s main focus is to gain a deeper understanding of the               
usability in Bullhorn. This will then be used to gain an understanding of the TTF construct                
and how user performance is affected. 

2.4 Application of theoretical concepts 
The Information Visualization theoretical will provide insight, background and functionality          
knowledge about the usage of applicant tracking software and the need for information             
visualization. It can be applied to Bullhorn by looking at the candidate database that we are                
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looking at in this use case where the information is unsorted and unorganized. The              
Task-Technology Fit construct and Technology to Performance Chain model ( Figure 2 ) will            
be used as the basis to investigate and evaluate the interface and functionality of the ATS. The                 
model will also be applied to the analysis of case study results. The results show how user                 
performance is affected by the current TTF construct and thus contribute to research within              
the TTF. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 - Task-Technology Fit & Technology to Performance Chain Model  
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3 Research methodology 
In this chapter an overview of the methodological tradition as well as approach is given. This                
is followed by a presentation of the methods, tools used to gather and analyze the data                
collected as well as reliability and validity of said data. 
 
3.1 Methodological Approach 
Qualitative and quantitative methods of research should not be seen as contradictions to each              
other and can be used complementary (Creswell, 2014). According to Denzin and Lincoln             
(2000), the term qualitative research implies that the researcher is not experimentally            
examining or measuring entities, processes and meanings in terms of quantity. Instead,            
emphasis on the qualities of these factors is what is looked at. The relationship between the                
researcher and what is studied is a contributing factor in the research quality. Qualitative              
research focuses on examining how social experience is born and given meaning. The             
qualitative process is flexible, allows for changes and customization in order to fit the              
research process in the best way possible.  
 
Quantitative methods of research quantify the problem by studying the relationship between            
numerical data and transform them into usable statistics (Creswell, 2014). Often done through             
quantitative data collection methods such as  polls, questionnaires, and surveys. The collected            
d ata is then used to formulate facts, uncover patterns and can often be used to generalize                
results from a larger sample population. Quantitative data collection methods are much more             
structured and are often done deductively with focus on ensuring that the results are not               
affected by external factors. Qualitative methods can, however, provide deeper knowledge of            
the researched subject compared to  quantitative methods , though they are also more time and              
resource intensive (Eriksson, 2018).  
 
Throughout the duration of this project, the team has decided to perform a  qualitative              
research , using mostly qualitative interviews and studies of documentation to collect data for             
the research.  The collected data was interpreted using Braun and Clarke (2006)  thematic             
content analysis  phrases and Nowells (2017) guidelines to conducting thematic content           
analysis, aiming to develop a better understanding of the data by prolonged engagement.             
Through coding, reading and re-reading the collected data the project group was able to form               
themes and detailed analysis and interpretation about each individual theme to determine what             
aspect of the data each theme captures and identify what is of interest about them and why.                 
Based on an analysis of the collected data, the project group used the TPC model to get an                  
understanding of the problems that the respondents have raised. Thus we learned about the              
effects that the current TTF construct has on usability, user experience and user performance. 
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3.2 Methods and Techniques for Data Collection and Analysis 
In order to investigate the task, technology and fit construct of Bullhorn and how it affects the                 
user’s performance, semi-structured interviews were conducted. Using predefined open-ended         
questions would allow the team to collect  in-depth qualitative data  about the user’s             
experience while helping the informant focus on the subject and provide an opportunity to ask               
follow up questions. This allows the informant to develop their answers and give us a deeper                
understanding of their experience. Semi-structured interviews are also flexible, allowing the           
project group to  develop the questions based on the respondent's answers to dig in deeper and                
provide a better understanding of the user experience. 

3.2.1 Selection of informants 
The informants were selected from different sectors and markets within the company, using             
the convenience sampling method. This was to ensure that the voices of each sector were               
heard to get the different opinions and thoughts. Convenience sampling is a type of method               
that relies on data collection from population members who are conveniently available to             
participate in the study (Etikan, Musa and Alkassim, 2015). Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006)              
concluded from their study that 97% of research codes are created within the first twelve               
interviews and 94% at the first six. Nielsen (2000) however recommends five usability test              
subjects. There are however no correct amount of how many interviews to conduct. Ten              
informants were invited to take part, four agreed to participate in the study. 

 
New recruits that have less than one-year training were not invited to join this study. This was                 
to ensure that the informant had at least one year of training and experience with the applicant                 
tracking software Bullhorn, thus have a wider range of experience to relate to. The population,               
recruiters that are currently using Bullhorn and have used the software for one or more years,                
was selected as to have a ground for common experience. This ensures that the recruiters               
relate to the same context, task and technology construct, but differ in individual experiences.              
The informants work on a contingency basis, meaning they only get paid if they are able to                 
find an acceptable employee for a company or organization. This will be further discussed in               
the discussion chapter (see chapter 5:  Discussion). 
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3.2.2 Selection of interview questions 
The interview questions were derived from the theoretical frameworks described in previous            
chapters. A full list of questions used in the research is available in Appendix B. These three                 
categories of questions aims to cover different areas based on the theoretical framework. 
 

● General information: This section contains general information about the informant,          
their job title, prior experiences with ATS.  

● TTF-oriented questions: This section seeks to investigate the task that is required to be              
performed by the informant and how the technology affects their performance. 

● Prioritization questions: This section seeks to investigate the prioritization during the           
candidate selection process. 

 
Most of the questions are open-ended as to focus on storytelling, in hope to gain deeper                
insight when it comes to the recruiters’ experience with ATS. Follow-up questions were asked              
when needed, in order to gain a greater understanding and avoid misunderstanding.  
 
The first interview served as a pilot interview, this was done to evaluate the quality and                
relevance of each question. Some questions were removed and reformed after this interview             
was done due to the fact that the phrasing was a bit confusing during the pilot interview. The                  
questions were once again revised after the second interview, hence there were still confusions              
with the structure of the interview and some of the questions were then deemed to be                
irrelevant to the project. 

3.2.3 Conducting the interviews 
Before each interview, each informant was informed in writing as well as in speech about the                
purpose of the interview and that the interview would be recorded (see 3.4 Ethical              
Consideration and Appendix A). Through this, the informant was given a short summary of              
the study and their role in it. Informants were also informed about the fact that they can stop                  
the interview at any given time and have the right to not answer any given question. Also the                  
fact that the results of the interviews would be transcribed and analyzed, although anonymized              
for the sake of the informants’ privacy.  
 
As mentioned in the introduction one limitation within this project could be that we are               
working over a distance. This means that we can not conduct any “face to face” interviews.                
Online video calling service Skype was used to conduct the interviews. Each interview was              
recorded using Amolto Call Recorder (Amolto, 2018). This software recorded each Skype call             
in real time and converted them into mp3-format, this was then used to transcribe the               
interviews, for the analysis phase. 
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Each interview ended by thanking the informant for participating in the interview, we also              
asked for permission to contact them again later on through email regarding the interview and               
project. The project group contacted and re-interviewed one informant regarding the interview            
answers, due to the fact that certain parts in the recorded file from Amolto Call Recorder was                 
incomprehensible.  
 
After each interview was done, the team started transcribing it with the help from the               
recordings. Transcription was started directly after each interview when the answers were            
fresh in mind, ensuring that nothing important that the informant had said would be forgotten.               
Since one of the recordings suffered from poor quality, a lot of the words where inaudible, so                 
it was a good thing that we transcribed it immediately after it was done. If we had waited with                   
this, we would have forgotten the words said and the result from that interview would be                
unreliable. As mentioned above, the group also contacted this informant again to make sure              
that the transcription was correct. As Riessman (1993) stated, while being time-consuming,            
transcribing is an excellent way to start familiarising with the data and contributed to a better                
understanding of what was said during the interviews. An online software called  oTranscribe             
was used (oTranscribe, 2018). The software lets the user play, pause, skip and rewind the               
recording within the text editing software. This removed the needs to switch between             
applications.  
 
A summary of the interview was sent to the informant where they could accept that we had                 
understood the answers correctly. In case of a misunderstanding, the informant had the option              
to add comments, explain or rephrase themselves through a Skype call or in writing. We also                
explained that we anonymized their responses in the thesis but that the recorded material will               
be viewed by students who are participating in the course and the course examinator. None of                
the informant  

3.2.4 Data analysis 
The collected data was interpreted by conducting a thematic content analysis, aiming to             
develop a better understanding of the data by prolonged engagement. The analysis was             
conducted following Braun and Clarkes (2006) six thematic content analysis phases and            
Nowells (2017) guidance to produce trustworthiness during the thematic analysis. The phases            
are explained below.  
 
Phase 1. Getting familiar with the data 
This phase prolongs engagement with the data to become immersed in the data by              
transcribing then reading and re-reading. The team members are required to read through the              
data set at least once before the coding phase. Detailed notes were added during this phase to                 
aid the coding phase. 
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Phase 2. Coding (labeling) the whole text 
Once the team starts feeling familiarized with the data set the production of initial code begins                
by labeling and highlighting the data set using colors to indicate potential patterns. 
 
Phase 3. Searching for themes 
Phase 3 begins when all the data has been initially coded. This phase involves sorting and                
collating all the potentially relevant coded data extracts into themes. Some initial codes may              
go on to form main themes, whereas others may form sub-themes. 
 
Phase 4. Reviewing themes 
Refine and validate the themes by reviewing the coded data extract for each theme to see if                 
they have enough data to support them or if the data is too diverse. During this phase, it has                   
become evident that some of the themes did not have enough data to support them, these                
themes were removed or merged with other themes. 
 
Phase 5. Defining and naming themes 
A written detailed analysis of each individual theme was conducted during this phase to              
determine what aspect of the data each theme captures and identify what is of interest to them                 
and why. Personal insight about the research findings was exchanged and discussed as well, to               
ensure that all the details were thoroughly analyzed, before finalizing the themes.  
 
Phase 6. Producing the narrative report  
An interpretive narrative report that provides concise, coherent and logical analysis and            
interesting account of the story the data set for each theme was produced during this phase.                
Quotes from various informants were included in the report, as well as discussion returned to               
the original theoretical framework used to inform the study, the Task-Technology Fit model.  
 
The preliminary analysis was the basis of the summative analysis and validation comparing             
the findings from the interviews with the proposed theoretical framework described in chapter             
2.4. Each topic and its content was analyzed and interpreted by comparing it to the original                
theoretical areas. Each consistency and inconsistency, was reported and its implications           
interpreted. The interpretive analysis is presented under “Empirical findings” in the next            
chapter. 
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3.3 Reliability and validity 
As Ryen (2004) states, the validity in qualitative research is not as strong as in quantitative                
research, the same goes for reliability. Due to the fact that in qualitative data collection               
methods such as qualitative interviews the results are more personal and individual.            
Qualitative data is often hard to apply to a group of users. Creswell (2014) added that there                 
can be qualitative validity though, and this is done by checking for accuracy by using certain                
methods. Yin (2003) added, to ensure that a good reliability is reached, one must document               
the whole research process so that someone else could repeat the procedures and produce the               
same result. The research process was be fully documented. 
 
Informants for each interview was selected using a convenience sample (see 3.2.1), the             
informant was given an informed consent letter and a summary of the project prior to each                
interview. This was to familiarize the informants with the concepts that were talked about              
during each interview. The prior small talk between researcher and informant also made the              
interviews easier due to the informants feeling comfortable, which yielded rich and personal             
answers. The population, recruiters that are currently using Bullhorn and that have used the              
software for one or more years, was selected to have a ground for common experience. This                
ensures that the recruiters relate to the same context, task and technology construct, but differ               
in individual experiences. When able, the informants were asked to give several examples to              
widen the range of experiences. The researcher also made sure not to ask any leading               
questions and only go into specifics if the informant had brought them up.  
 
Considering that each interview was done through Skype, instead of face-to-face, nonverbal            
cues such as body languages, silence and sighs were overlooked. This could lead to              
misinterpretation and could affect the result in one form or another (Halcom & Davidson,              
2006). However, member checking was used to validate the results. This means that the              
informants got a copy of the transcription sent to them and by that, they could ensure that we                  
got the correct answers from them and they could also add information that the team members                
might have missed.  

3.4 Ethical Consideration 
Each informant that participated in this project was given an oral summary of the project’s               
background, the objectives of the research and the interview before each interview. He or she               
was also informed about  convenience sample , a specific type of non-probability sampling            
method that relies on data collection from population members who are conveniently            
available to participate in the study as well as how the information will be used as a part of the                    
study (Etikan, Musa and Alkassim, 2015). The informants also received an informed consent             
letter at the start of the interview, which includes a written summary of the research goals and                 
what is expected of the informant. Most importantly the informants have the right to choose               
not to be involved in the research, as well as the right to conclude the interview at any time.                   
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The confidentiality of the informant is also something that the team emphasized upon, where              
it was assured that no personal information would be given out (Vetenskapsrådet, 2017). 

 
An ethical self-examination was performed, to ensure that there were not any ethical problems              
with the study ( Ethical Advisory Board in South East Sweden, 2018). A series of questions               
were answered and the results showed that this research study has followed the ethical              
guidelines, not risking making anyone feel used or unappreciated. The questions asked are             
answered with the following statements: The fact that all informants’ data is anonymized             
ensures that none of them can be traced by reading this thesis. The study does not include any                  
physical activities that could result in harm. There are no intentions of physically or              
psychologically affecting the informants in any way. No one was forced to participate in an               
interview, every informant joined out of free will. There is no intention of publishing this               
thesis in any scientific publications. There is no saved personal information about the             
informants more than first name, age and work occupation. The risks and uses of the research                
goals and methods were well considered before the study was carried out ( Ethical Advisory              
Board in South East Sweden,  2018). 
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4 Empirical Findings 
This chapter consists of two parts; a review of the preliminary analysis as well as an                
interpretation and knowledge extraction from user interviews in conjunction with the           
aforementioned theoretical concepts. 

4.1 Preliminary analysis 
Out the ten invited informants, four responded and agreed to take part in the study. All four of                  
the involved informants were male. The age of the informants varied between 22 to 44 years                
old. All informants had previous work experience with ATS and have been using Bullhorn for               
2-6 years. Each informant works in different sectors and holds different titles within the              
company such as; C# .NET Specialist Recruiter, Media Technology Consultant, Principal           
Consultant, UI & IT Recruitment Consultant. Three informants work for the European            
market, dealing with European clients and candidates. One informant works for the Canadian             
market, which deals with Canadian clients and candidates. All the informants are generalized             
as  recruiters  since their main task in the company and usage of Bullhorn is to fill open                 
vacancies with available candidates.  
 
Interpretation regarding the issues surrounding user experience and the TTF-construct within           
Bullhorn that was found were all centered and grouped into three main themes:  flaws in               
functionality ,  quality of information and  candidate prioritization . Flaws of functionality cover           
a range of usability issues that lead into performance effects, quality of information points out               
the issues with Bullhorns database and candidate prioritization define which candidates to be             
prioritized for contact and re-engaged before GDPR deadline looms. The themes and            
subthemes are presented in this order: 
 

● Flaws in functionality 
○ Search function 
○ Tabs & Bookmarking 
○ Candidate page 
○ System performance 

● Quality of information 
○ Hotlists & Shortlists 
○ Coded job titles 
○ Coded skills 
○ Niched terms 

● Candidate prioritization 
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4.2 Interpretation and knowledge extraction 

4.2.1 Flaws in functionality  
Overall, it seems that Bullhorn is working fairly well with fulfilling its purpose. Although,              
from what can be interpreted from the interview results, it does not do this in the most fitting                  
or utilized way. The way it is working today it consumes a lot of unnecessary time from the                  
users by being slow and badly optimized. This affects the performance of the users and               
creates unnecessary steps in the workflow that could save a lot of time and resources once                
removed.  
 
Search function 

“To be quite honest, Bullhorn isn't that great in case of functionality.” 
 

Recruiters’ workflow in Bullhorn usually consists of searching for candidates then contacting            
them regarding an available vacancy. Thus making the search function the most used function              
in Bullhorn for most of the recruiters. Searching for candidates could be done in three               
different ways:  coded search ,  keyword search  or a  combination of both . In coded search,              
recruiters are able to enter different criteria such as job titles, skills, location, status and many                
other. In a keyword search, recruiters can simply type in certain keywords. A combination of               
both is called a Boolean search, recruiters are able to enter which criteria they want to search                 
for and which to not be included in the result, thus supposed to allow for more relevant and                  
all-inclusive results to be produced. 
 

“I think that gets quite confusing cause you get no order. 
 You don't know where you are and you have to navigate from there.” 

 
There are however quite a few issues with the current search results user interface (UI), such                
as that the candidates result list only loads and displays 25 candidates and requires recruiters               
to scroll down to load more candidates. Loading doesn’t always work and is time-consuming              
according to three out of four informants. The candidate result list does not show the  total                
number of candidates found, based on the results from the search criteria. This means that               
there could be 100 candidates or 1000 candidates that fit the search parameters, forcing more               
guessing work and making it harder for recruiters to find the most relevant candidates. 
 
“Bullhorn is bad at having the information that I need as accessible as possible, I want to be 
able to make small changes as quickly as possible as I go through, because we want to spend 

as small amount of time doing it as possible.” 
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Tabs & Bookmarking 
“If I had a list of only 8 people that would be great, but mostly it's around 300.  

The problem is, it becomes slow and impossible to manage.  
If you can find the tab you’re looking for, you're happy.” 

 
Bullhorn also uses a tab system whereas when recruiters open up a vacancy, a candidate page                
or any information, it opens in a new tab and is all the way down in the table. According to                    
three informants, this makes the UI quite confusing, messy and hard to organize and navigate               
once recruiters got 25 tabs open. As one user states, this would not be a problem if search                  
results are narrowed down to eight candidates. However most of the time there would be               
around 300 candidates in the search results. The lack of a bookmark function makes              
processing these candidates much more cryptic and time-consuming. 
 
“If you get halfway through your list, and then the next day you want to view the other half of 

the list, it's not very easy to get to the point you were.” 
 

One informant mentions that they always try to keep the number of tabs open limited. Once                
ten or more tabs are open, display flaws can be noted, such as the parsing section overlapping                 
and hiding the tabs that are at the bottom. He describes how the system sometimes wrongly                
thinks that he wants to parse a CV when he clicks on one of the bottom tabs since the layers                    
on the page are conflicting. 
 
Candidate page 

“You can also load a candidate page, which has everything about a candidate on there. It 
does display properly sometimes, it depends, some candidate pages will, some won't.” 

 
The recruiters are able to view more information regarding a candidate through the candidate              
page. In the candidate page, an overview of the candidate is displayed, relevant information              
that could affect the recruitment is also available such as name, age, education, contact              
information, current/previous work, payroll and many more. However, the information on the            
candidate page more often than not isn’t displayed properly. One use case shows that CVs               
sometimes won’t display properly or does not have formatting on it, causing users to be               
forced to download the CV from the file tab or access it from other sources. This makes the                  
information gathering process for each candidate very time-consuming. 
 

“Bullhorn is very good at gathering information about one candidate at a time basis. But 
when you start to scale up, it is where the workflow is becoming a little bit more challenging.” 
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System performance 
All informants mentioned that the system is working slowly and that it is quite badly               
optimized. When scrolling to the bottom of the results list, the system loads more results, and                
this takes some time. When working with long lists there is a lot of loading times, and                 
sometimes it can’t even handle the number of candidates that show up in a results list.                
Resulting in lag and software crashes, this affects the performance of the users by making               
their work process longer and slower. 
 

“Sometimes, candidates on the database that for some reason aren't showing up it might be 
that the system isn't powerful enough, or it's almost like it's just doesn't have enough power to 
really dig down in its database. That sounds really stupid but we got over 30,000 candidates, 

over the course of a year you may talk to about 300 candidates that you feel are relevant. 
What happened to the other candidates? Where are the others?” 

4.2.2 Quality of information 
“The information is in Bullhorn, if we can find a way using computer power to give us the 
best optional tab out of the other stuff that is already in there. It might help in lifting the 

quality of the data.” 
 

Issues regarding the age and quality of information is the most mentioned among the              
informants working in the older technology sectors, meaning users dealing with recruitment            
for technology that is three years old or more. The informants describe the database as having                
a lot of outdated and irrelevant data. This aggravates the whole process of candidate searching               
with a lot more information to go through which in turn takes more time. Since the                
information also is lengthy to update and edit, the data in the system also gets messier and                 
messier with time. 
 

“We have data on a candidate but it's not up to date, and that might be, because no one has 
spoken to them for 2 years. But it is more likely, and a lot of the time it is because recruiter 

have spoken to them and they haven't done that with an admin” 
 

Hotlists & Shortlists 
“It's almost like, anything you want to do, you have to go through the candidate page,  

open a new tab and change it. It would be much easier if we could edit data in the hotlists 
directly.” 

 
The recruiters using the ATS can save their top candidates in what is called a  hotlist . Every                 
recruiter can have their own hotlist which consists of their most valued candidates. This list is                
built over time and it is the first list of candidates that the recruiters go through when looking                  
for a candidate fit for a vacancy, according to the informants. The hotlist function isn’t very                
optimized either though. Candidates are displayed in text format which makes it unorganized             
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and hard to navigate. Neither updating or editing candidate information can be done in the               
hotlist tab. This step can only be done through the candidate page. Switching between tabs is                
slow and time-consuming and this leads to many users skipping the updating and editing step,               
according to two informants. This results in a messier database and many working hours spent               
on processing old and outdated information.  
 
Shortlists work in the same way that hotlist does. The difference is that the shortlist allows                
recruiters to perform mass actions, keep track of the role placement progress live, until a role                
placement is done. Candidates in the shortlist mostly consist of individuals that are currently              
in a role placement process. As stated before the shortlist work and function almost in the                
same way that the hotlist does, meaning it has the same issues that the hotlist function                
currently are affected by as well. 
 
Coded job titles 
“If I were to look for an architect, I would put in architect in coded job title. if I just do that, I 

won't just get AWS architect or infrastructure software architect. I would get a network 
architect and broadcast architect.” 

 
The candidates within the database are coded in different ways to be found easier when               
searched for. The informants clarified that there are some problems with this though. To be               
able to find specific kinds of job titles the recruiters has to know all the specific terms to be                   
able to find the candidates that is more relevant to the vacancy. A lot of the candidates are also                   
wrongly coded, making it even harder to find the right one. For example, if searching for a                 
candidate with Java experience, it might be a developer that has work with Java ten years but                 
does not do it anymore. Would still show up in the search results, since they still has Java                  
coded in their skills list. 
 
As presented previously, updating and editing candidate information is not easy nor            
accessible, hence it can only be done through the candidate page. One informant noted, hence               
recruiters are trying to get through as many candidates as fast as possible, after having spent                
15-30 minutes on the phone with a candidate only to find out that they are no longer relevant.                  
Very few users would take their time to update the existing data, adding problems to the                
already messy database. This fact leads to irrelevant and cryptic search results and makes the               
search process slower.  
 
“Once the it is coded on there, I don't think anyone would take their time to get rid of a lot of 

those coded titles/skills.” 
 
The candidate results shown when using the search function differ a lot depending on the               
keywords searched for. If the same search is performed again but changing just one word, the                
search results differ a lot compared to the previous search.  
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“Clarification and cleaning out of those coded job titles, 
would make Bullhorn a vastly much better ATS.” 

 
Coded skills 
“There’s no point doing a coded search, where I am going look by someone’s salary, specific 

skill set and what their secondary skill set is because it is just gonna be a mess.” 
 
Coded skills has the same issues that coded job titles has, whereas the more skills that are                 
coded in a candidate page, the more often they shows up in search results. This further leads                 
to a much messier database and time-consuming to go through the list of candidates. Hence               
users are required to go through a much larger candidate pool which usually consist of around                
300 or more candidates. 
 

“We can identify which skills they got, but how do we identify how good they are at it?” 
 

Another major issue is to find how good a candidate are at those coded skills. A candidate that                  
has had more jobs would have more coded skills and shows up more often. However this has                 
no correlation on how relevant they are to the vacancy, nor does it give a good representation                 
of how good a candidate are at each skill. Implying more guesswork and time spent on                
researching a candidate, before actual contact, interview or placement offers.  

 
“The way that the search functions works is, the more times that the skill comes up, the better 
they are. But actually, it almost is the opposite of that. Because people that put in hundreds of 

keywords on their CVs often actually aren't particularly good  at it.” 
 
Old versus Niched Technology sectors 
The problem that most users face with coded skills and job titles does not affect recruiters in                 
all sectors, especially recruiters that are working on a niched and newer market. One of the                
informants is working with recruitment for newer systems called ‘ Angular 2+’ . Th is is one of               
the most popular JavaScript frameworks available today for creating web applications and has             
only existed since the end of 2014. Adding Angular 2+ in the search fields would bring up                 
candidates that have been working with Angular 2+ since 2014. This helps in producing much               
more relevant results when looking for Javascript developers, instead of just inputting            
Javascript in the search parameter. Usage of newer terms can be considered as a workaround               
for filtering out the older data and candidates, however this can’t be utilized in all sectors and                 
only in a selected few. 
 

“Typically you're not gonna see anybody from more than 3 years ago with the keyword 
Angular 2 or Angular 4, because its not on there. It wasn't existing.” 
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4.2.3 Candidate prioritization 
“The priority would be your hotlist, this is a list that you build overtime.” 

 
When asked whom out of the thirty-thousands available candidates recruiters would  prioritize            
to be contacted and re-engaged before GDPR deadline looms. Three of the informants replied              
by saying that their  hotlist  would be prioritized first. Each recruiter has their own hotlist.               
Candidates in hotlists generally consist of people that each recruiter previously have had             
dealings with, trust to be good people and are exceptional at what they do. This is a list that                   
each recruiter has built over time and are trusted to fill a vacancy as best as possible. Thus                  
getting consent from these candidates, tidy them in and keeping them happy for future              
businesses, should be the priority. Next in line, to be prioritized would be candidates that have                
had contact within the form of interviews and placement offers.  
 
“The candidates I work with don't know what GDPR is because it's a European regulation so 

we don't need to bring it up to them.” 
 
The informant working on the Canadian market commented that recruiters working with            
Canadian clients and candidates are aware of the effect that comes with the GDPR. However,               
since this is a European regulation, it will not apply to the Canadian market. This means that                 
recruiters working with Canadian candidates are not required to get consent from these             
candidates.  

4.3 Findings Summary 
Based on the empirical findings collected during the study, interpretation and understanding            
of usability issues within Bullhorn were gained. As previously stated, overall it seems that              
Bullhorn is working fairly well with fulfilling its purpose. Although, it does not do this in the                 
most fitting or utilized way. The interpretations gave clear patterns about issues regarding the              
user interface and functionality flaws within Bullhorn. These issues affect the user            
performance on multiple fronts, such as being slow and most importantly it’s functionality             
does not always fit the task that is required to be performed by the users. Representing a                 
mismatch between task-characteristics and technology-characteristics, which was used to         
interpret and gain understanding on why and how user performance was affected by the bad               
task-technology fit construct in the applicant tracking software. Through understanding the           
negative and positive sides of Bullhorn, improvement recommendations can be given for            
future updates. This can be used to develop a more fitting Task-Technology construct which              
could potentially save resources.  
 
We will go deeper into this in the following chapter.  The result gave clear patterns about                
requests regarding the use of an administration tool, and the experience of the current tool               
reflected several problem areas as evidenced. 
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5 Discussion  
In this chapter, the found empirical data is discussed in relation to the proposed theoretical               
areas. This is followed by a methodology reflection. 
 
The research question proposed in the introductory chapter was: 
 
What are the usability problems in applicant tracking software and how does it affect the               
user performance? 
 
There are quite a few usability problems in the empirical data that have been found to have a                  
negative effect on the user experience and performance. When it comes to utilization of              
certain tasks, technology characteristics seem to play a major role. Utilization of technology is              
often neglected when the task and technology characteristics do not fit and support each other.               
Neglect in the utilization of technology is in turn affecting individual user performance.  
 
The old versus the niched 
When comparing the TTF construct in Bullhorn for users working with recruitment in older              
versus niched technology sectors. The search function in Bullhorn cannot adequately support            
recruiters working with recruitment in older technology sectors in searching and gathering            
information about candidates. This being due to their market usually consisting of candidates             
that are using technologies that are three years old or more. More often than not this means a                  
much larger pool of candidates, making the information gathering process much more            
time-consuming and complicated for each user. The process leading to actual contact such as              
interviews and job placements which eventually leads to a vacancy being filled requires much              
more time and resources, which in turn is having a negative effect on user performance.               
Hence users work on a contingency basis, meaning they only get paid if they are able to find                  
an acceptable employee for a company or organization. Having to spend more time to fill a                
vacancy means less money and decrease in overall performance. 
 
In niched and newer technology sectors, users do not have to deal with the unorganized and                
unnecessary huge amounts of candidate data that exists in Bullhorn. Users in niched             
technology sectors can simply filter out the old and irrelevant candidates by using newer              
terms and keyword when searching, hence a larger portion in the candidate pool would not               
have these terms, keywords, skills or job titles coded in their CVs or other candidate entities.                
Imagine having to filter through 300 candidates that know or have worked with Javascript, a               
technology that has been out since 1995, versus a pool of ten candidates that are currently                
working with ‘Angular 6+’, a newer technology that has only been out for three months. This                
translates to more interviews, job placements and vacancies filled in the shorter amount of              
time, ensuring an increase in individual performance.  
 
To summarise, the current Technology characteristics in Bullhorn does not Fit and support the              
Task characteristic for certain groups of users, leading to negative performance effects for that              
specific group of users. A study done by TechRepublic (2018) shows that older technology is               
here to stay, there simply is no time or adequate payoff for enterprises to invest in new                 
technology. Making most job openings and vacancies still focused on candidates using older             
technology, thus having the technology characteristics being able to adequately support the            
task characteristic of users working in the older technology sector is obligatory.  
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Information visualization 
Bad information visualization translates to bad technology characteristic. As we have already            
concluded before, having a technology characteristic that does not fit the task characteristics             
affect usability and user performance. Usability issues regarding the candidate page, hotlist            
and shortlist is a perfect showcase of this. Not being able to view information when needed is                 
a major downside that the current version of Bullhorn possesses. As Keim (2002) stated,              
visualization of collected data is a must, if left unchecked and unprocessed the collected data               
will eventually turn these databases into data ‘dumps’. As of this moment, Bullhorn works to               
some extent however in term of functionality, UX and UI, it is not great. Bullhorn does not                 
assist users in any way in term of finding, scoring and evaluating candidates. Nor does it give                 
the users’ a good presentation of the available candidate data. Making it time and resource               
consuming for users to process information. Research surrounding turning ‘raw data’ into            
useful ‘information’   in Bullhorn is something that should be looked into in the future. 
 
Flaws in functionalities 
In terms of functionality in Bullhorn, there are some issues that could be addressed in               
different ways. Slow navigation, loading times and too many tabs take a lot of unnecessary               
time working around for the user. Technology characteristics such as unnecessary steps that             
are required to be done when it comes to updating and editing candidate information lead to                
Tasks not being performed. In this case, the outcome is a much messier database, which in                
turn affects the user performance, working hours that can be spent on filling a vacancy turns                
into working hours spent on processing old and outdated information.  
 
Quality of information 
Since the database that the recruiters are using consists of so many candidates, it is hard to                 
sort and filter them. As the database has been built over time by a lot of different recruiters,                  
the terms and keywords used differ a lot. If the company had decided more structured               
guidelines to be followed by the recruiters when putting in candidates in the database, this               
issue could have been counteracted. To fix this messy candidate database, a migration to a               
new database could be done with a more specific and distinct way of classifying candidates,               
although this would require huge amounts of work and time to be completed. Since the               
database consists of around 30.000 candidates it would be near impossible to get them all               
carried over to the new database, although a lot of those candidates are irrelevant and or                
outdated so this would also help get rid of those candidates and that would affect the search                 
relevance in the long run. 
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5.1 Comparing with earlier studies 
In the same way that Aljukhadar, Senecal and Nantel (2014) found that the TTF had a huge                 
impact on the performance of the user when completing tasks within an information system,              
the results from this study give proof to this as well. Since the Bullhorn system works slowly                 
when long lists of candidates are used, the TTF isn’t very good, resulting in the users having                 
to spend a lot of their time with waiting for the system to load. Although, when smaller and                  
more niched candidate lists are used, the system works a lot better. If the system could be                 
improved and optimized to work better with longer candidate lists, the TTF would be              
significantly better. This is due to the fact that data is badly visualized and presented to users. 
 
As Goodhue and Thompson (1995) suggested, the TTF and TPC model is a strong diagnostic               
tool which can be used to evaluate usability within an information system. During this project,               
the group was able to dig deeper into the user experience and gathered information about the                
current usability of the ATS. Gebauer and Ginsburg (2006) suggested that a three-way match              
between Task-Technology and Fit have an effect on user performance. In this case, we can               
clearly see that the statement is true. Due to bad TTF construct, users in this study has to                  
resolve to spend time and other resources to deal with issues that were created by the bad                 
match between task and technology characteristic. This negative effect on user performance            
can be easily lifted by updating the interface or functionality of the ATS to accommodate the                
task that users are required to perform.  
 
The study performed by Huang and Chuang (2016) gave proof of the importance of TTF               
within job search websites in Taiwan. The research methods they used differ quite a lot               
compared to our study, although similar results were found. The TTF construct affects the              
user performance. In their study, they came to the conclusion that the TTF of the job search                 
websites had a strong influence on jobseekers’ unemployment duration as well as the attitude              
towards using them. This can be compared to the results from our study, showing that the user                 
performance on Bullhorn is also highly influenced by the TTF construct. The informants in              
our study can’t choose not to use Bullhorn since it’s related to their work, so the attitude                 
towards using it doesn’t matter too much, although we could see from our interviews that the                
informants had issues with it. Other factors that influenced the attitude towards using job              
search websites in their article were social norms, habits and expectations. It is hard to say                
anything about the influence of these factors within our project since the interview questions              
weren’t focused on these areas. Although, the interviewed informants talked about their own             
different habits and ways of using the system, and this has some influence on the TTF as well. 

5.2 Methodology reflection 
Arvola (2014) describes how an interaction designer often gets to work on a project that               
someone else has already performed some work with, meaning that the designer comes in              
right in the middle of the design process. In this project, this was true, the group was invited                  
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to join the project in the middle of the design process. Although, as Sanders and Stappers                
(2008) mention, there is always an unavoidable “fuzzy front end” during the design process.              
The direction and end goal changed several times. These turnings in direction have proven a               
challenge and some confusion during the project. In the beginning, everything is clouded and              
you don’t really know how to plan the methods and tasks until everything slowly clears up.                
When we finally understood what the research area would be and what the investigation              
should result in, it was a lot easier to plan the research methods and goals. 
 
The used research methods have worked well in gaining insights and understanding of the              
pros and cons of the Bullhorn system. The semi-structured interviews gave us qualitative             
answers that helped us in understanding the users’ needs and how well the technology fit the                
tasks that they need to perform. The fact that only four out of ten invited informants could                 
participate in the interviews had some impact on the results though. If we could have               
interviewed all ten informants the empirical findings would differ to some part. Although, we              
still got a lot of data to work with from the interviews that were performed and we think the                   
result still holds reliability since the informants mentioned the same kind of usability             
problems.  
 
During the project, the group has worked to have a dialogue approach. It has been about                
seeing parts of the project as a dialogue, rather than just a straight path where information was                 
perceived by the group. Instead, it has been an exchange of information through storytelling,              
where the group has been analyzed and asking questions to understand the depth. A deeper               
understanding usually contributes to a better result (Wright & McCarthy 2010). A different             
approach to research this would be to conduct a quantitative research using quantitative             
methods such as polls, questionnaires, and surveys. These methods are much more structured             
and collected d ata can be used to formulate facts, uncover patterns and often can be used to                 
generalize results from a larger sample population.  
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Reliability and validity 
The reliability of the study should be considered moderate. Although, since we only used              
qualitative methods, the reliability isn’t great. The semi-structured interviews gave good and            
relevant data to work with. Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006) concluded from their study that               
97% of research codes are created within the first twelve interviews and 94% at the first six.                 
Nielsen (2000) however recommends five usability test subjects. The fact that only four             
informants participated lowers the reliability to some degree. If all ten of the invited              
informants would have participated in the interviews, different results and conclusion would            
possibly have been found. This would have helped the project group in discovering even more               
flaws with the Bullhorn system and better chances of generalization. First, there were             
supposed to be at least six interviews, but something came up and our stakeholder couldn’t               
help us perform the last interviews. Since the contact with the company we were working for                
went through him, it was very hard for us to find the right people to contact alone. The group                   
tried contacting other possible informants through LinkedIn, but no one had the time to              
participate in an interview. 

 
The validity was ensured by using member checking where the informants were sent the              
summarized interview after it was done to have the chance to correct and add information.               
This helps in increasing the validity. No changes were made through the member checking              
except some additions to the one interview that suffered from poor quality on the recording.               
Most of the questions asked during the interviews were formed with the theoretical concepts              
in mind. 

 
If we had more time at our disposal, the research process could have been expanded with                
further methods for data collection. For example, additional quantitative methods like surveys            
could have been used to further examine the flaws of the Bullhorn system and by that get the                  
opinions of a lot more informants. This would have given the results more validity and it                
would also have been possible to generalize them to some degree. 

 
One of the initial thoughts in the project was to design a mockup of a new version of the                   
Bullhorn UI, but due to the research process taking more time than expected this wasn’t               
possible. This mockup would have been created by looking at all the flaws that came forth                
through the interviews and from them trying to create a user interface that addressed these               
issues. 
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Generalizability 
It is impossible to generalize the results in this study since it’s based on only four informant’s                 
answers. It is also more difficult in general to generalize the results from a qualitative study                
since the answers are more personal and in-depth comparing to a quantitative study. Although,              
three of the informants mentioned the same kind of flaws with the Bullhorn system, so if more                 
informants would have been interviewed these flaws probably would have been mentioned in             
most of the interviews since they were quite general and affected the work process. 
 
Since this study was performed in just one company within Great Britain dealing with IT               
recruitment within banking and broadcasting field, these results can only be applied to that              
company and can not be generalized onto e-recruitment in other fields. If there would have               
been time to interview recruiters in different companies using Bullhorn the results would             
differ since every company arranges and creates their own database within the system. It              
would have been interesting to see some other viewpoints of Bullhorn. In addition, other              
applicant tracking software could have been studied to compare with. 
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6 Conclusion 
The final chapter concludes the thesis by examining in which way the aim and purpose of the                 
research have been fulfilled as well as concluding in which way the research question has               
been answered. 
 
In this research study, the Task-Technology Fit of the applicant tracking software called             
Bullhorn was investigated through qualitative interviews. The research question aimed to           
answer how the matching between task and technology affects the performance and usability             
problems of the user in Bullhorn. We have found out the key issues in the current TTF                 
construct of the applicant tracking software and most importantly how the TTF construct             
impacts the user experience and performance. When a match in TTF is not met, users often                
neglect to use the technology. This is however not always the best option and more often than                 
not create more usability problems. These usability problems would then force users having to              
spend more time and resources to work around or find other means to complete their task,                
which in turn has huge effects on user performance. In conclusion, when designing a digital               
artefact one should always consult the users. Focusing on ensuring that the artefact can              
accommodate the tasks that the users are required to perform and most importantly ensuring              
that the TTF works for all types of users. This is understandably difficult hence task,               
technology and priority are changing quite rapidly. Though rather than focusing on            
debugging, frequent software update focusing on the matching of TTF, increasing           
productivity and raising user performance is highly encouraged.  
 
Increasing overall user performance on digital artefacts can be done by having a good TTF               
construct, dialogue and constructive feedback. Having a continuous line of feedback between            
users and developers is therefore, a must.  

6.1 Future research 

To further investigate the TTF within applicant tracking software, research with a broader             
focus could be made. This research could include multiple ATS to get a deeper understanding               
of how the TTF affect the user performance. Different companies in different countries could              
also be included to expand the results further and that would contribute to easier              
generalization. A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods could be used to get the              
most out of the study and to reach the highest validity possible. Research surrounding turning               
‘raw data’ into useful ‘information’  in ATS is something that should be looked into in the                
future. 
 
The theoretical areas could also be researched further. In this project most focus was put on                
the Task-Technology Fit theory, but in future studies, other theoretical areas could also be              
included to gain new and even deeper ways of understanding the user performance within              
information systems.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A. Form for written informed consent 
 
This form for written informed consent concerns informants who are participating in            
interviews concerning the Task-Technology Fit construct of Bullhorn. 

1 Introduction and aim 
Our names are David Do and Daniel Ohlsson, we are conducting an evaluation on Bullhorn               
and it’s usability. This study is part of our bachelor thesis. The goal is to gain insights from                  
your experience using Bullhorn, through your qualitative answers, in order to design a better              
user experience. You have the right to abort the interview should you feel discomfort, or for                
any other reason. You also have the right not to answer specific questions. If you do not                 
understand certain phrases or terms, these will be explained to you. 
 
2 Conducting the interviews 
During the interview, we will ask questions where you describe what you normally do during               
your work process. This will mostly be about the Task-Technology Fit construct of Bullhorn.              
We will also, if the need arises, ask follow up questions to get a better understanding of your                  
thoughts and views. 
 
No individual information, person or activity will be identifiable directly in the results from              
these interviews. All information will be treated confidentially. The individual information           
will be used to find clusters of information topics. These topics, not individual views or               
thoughts, will be presented in the report. The interview is calculated to last between 30 and 45                 
minutes depending on your time available as well as your eloquence. 
 
3 Results 
The results from the interviews will give us a better understanding of the perspective of               
recruiter needs, candidate optimization and positives and negatives regarding Bullhorn. This           
will in turn help us decide which factors that are crucial for you, to to design a better user                   
experience. The result will be shared among other students at the bachelor programme of              
Interaction Design at Linnaeus university as well as tutors and examiners. The report will be               
published in DIVA. 
 
Remember that you can abort the interview at any time, regardless or reason. 
Feel free to ask questions if anything in the above is unclear. 
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Informed consent 
 
I have read the above information, or had it read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask                   
questions regarding this and the questions I have had have been answered. 
I hereby certify my will to take part of this study. 
 
My name:  
My signature:  
Date:  
 
I have correctly read the above information to the potential informant and have to my best                
ability made clear that the following will be part of the study: 

● An interview will be conducted with open-ended questions concerning the          
task-technology fit construct of the Bullhorn applicant tracking software. 

● The informant have had opportunity to choose which questions to answer. 
● The informant have had the right to abort the interview at any time. 
● The results will be presented orally and in a report, but no individual data will be                

given or published. 
I also certify that the informant have had opportunity to ask questions regarding the study and                
I have answered these to the best of my ability. I also certify that the informant have not been                   
forced to participate and consent to participate was given of their own free will. 
A copy of this document will be sent to the informant. 
 
Date: 3 May 2018 
Our names: David Do & Daniel Ohlsson 
Signatures:  
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Appendix B. Interview Questions 

Interview questions 
 
 
1 General information 
This section concerns general information about the informant in question . 
1.1 Your name: 
1.2 Your age: 
1.3 What is your current role? 
1.4 How long have you been working at your current position? 
1.5 How long have you use Bullhorn? 
 
2 TTF-oriented questions 
This section seeks to investigate the task that is required to be performed by the informant. 
2.1 Can you give us a short summary of your workflow in Bullhorn? 
2.2 What are your most used functions on Bullhorn? 
2.3 What are the issues that you faces using Bullhorn? 
2.5 What are the biggest flaws with Bullhorn? Which are the strengths? 
2.6 How does this impact your performance?  
2.7 Thoughts on how to improve Bullhorn?  
 
3 Prioritization questions 
This section seeks to investigate the prioritization during the candidate selection process. 
3.1 How would a good candidate look like to you? (Skill, Experience, Past/Current work?) 
3.2 How do you look for candidates? (Functionality wise) 

3.2 How well doe this function work? Impact on performance? 
3.3 If you were to sort a list of potential candidates for a job, which sorting options would you 
use? (Skill, Past work?) 
 
4 Extra 
Thank you for participating in the interview, these were all the questions that we had.  
4.1 Is there anything that you would like to add? 
4.2 Is it okay to contact you regarding your answers? 
4.3 Can you recommend anyone that we can contact and interview? 
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